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Nureva™ Span™ visual collaboration 

software 
Tried-and-true paper-based processes brought into 

the digital realm to deliver enhanced collaboration 

Span software offers teams an expansive 40' (12.19 m) digital canvas on which 

to share ideas, collaborate on designs and solve problems. In education, 

students can move from consumers to creators while developing valuable 

collaboration skills. 

Span software features reflect familiar paper-based tools – such as sticky note, 

images, sketches and flip-chart pages – while overcoming many of their 

associated challenges. Visualizing information in a large workspace is an 

intuitive way for people to work together, and Span software adapts this 

proven process to the digital age and extends it. 

Canvas 
Capture, organize and refine ideas in this expansive team workspace just as 

you would work with sticky notes, flip charts and images on a wall. A subtle 

background helps users stay oriented within the digital space as they add and 

organize their digital contributions. 

Personal apps 
Access a canvas through Chrome™ and Safari® browsers or via apps on iOS 

and Android™ tablets. Create a collection of digital artifacts and accumulate 

them in your tray, a private area for storing your ideas until you’re ready to 

share. Synchronous and asynchronous inputs are possible from all group 

members, whether colocated or working at a distance. 

Digital content 
Express ideas as different types of digital content, each with specific 

functionality. Notes mimic paper sticky notes for rapid-fire ideation. Text 

boxes allow more room to capture complex thoughts. Sketches are ideal for 

drawing and wire-framing. Flip charts make it easy to park ideas or capture 

action items. Images provide visual inspiration. All can be moved, edited, 

duplicated and grouped as needed. 

Cloud software 
Contribute to a canvas anytime, anywhere, as often as needed. Everyone 

contributes in real time so the canvas is up-to-date. And because you have a 

subscription, your software always has the latest features. Creativity and 

collaboration can be planned or ad hoc. Work is never lost. 

 

Software benefits 
Supports individual contribution –    

users can create ideas and collect 

images and other content before 

sharing to the canvas, enabling 

individual creative thinking 

outside of team engagement  

Encourages big-picture thinking –    

working with ideas on the 

ultrawide canvas helps 

collaborators see patterns and 

connect ideas 

Accelerates problem-solving – 

teams can immediately 

collaborate,    compressing time and 

reducing costs 

Creates a collaborative cloud-

based environment –    users 

create, organize and connect 

ideas from anywhere 

Simplifies sharing –    guest 

accounts make it easy to invite 

anyone to a canvas 

Easy exporting –    canvases can be 

exported for review as PDF and 

Excel® files 
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Key features 
Version 1.3 of Span software is loaded with features that can elevate your group’s work in team workspaces, in meeting rooms, 

on the shop floor or in the classroom. 

Device apps 

 

Note 

 

Enter text into a digital sticky note. Move, duplicate, delete and change color. 

 

Text box 

Enter up to 2,000 characters of text or add headings to organize ideas. Choose from 10 ink 

colors, and resize as needed. 

 

Sketch 

 

Create a blank page for quick inking. Move, duplicate, delete, sketch in 10 colors and erase. 

 

Image 

 

Import images in most standard formats. Move and resize on the canvas. 

 

Annotate on images 

 

Use your finger or a pen to write or sketch over images. Edit annotations as needed. 

 

Flip chart 

 

Insert a digital flip chart. Add multiple pages, write in 10 colors, move and erase. 

 

Group 

Create a group to organize content. Drag notes, sketches, images and even other groups in 

and out, or resize the borders to group nearby content. 

 

Annotate on groups 

 

Use your finger or a pen to write or sketch within groups. Edit annotations as needed. 

 

Templates 

 

Insert commonly used business templates to stimulate and guide the development of ideas 

 

Export 

 

Export the canvas as a PDF or an Excel file 

 

Duplication 

 

Quickly duplicate a canvas. Create templates or allow break-out groups to work on ideas. 

 

Versioning 

Create view-only versions of canvases, making it simple to reference earlier ideas and track 

progress 

Wall software – All the features of the device apps plus 
 

External content 

Access content from other applications, including web browsers and documents, without 

leaving Span software. Capture and paste content into the canvas and add annotations. 

 

Specialty interfaces 

  

 Access a press-and-hold menu, gestures and a custom on-screen keyboard  

Minimum operating requirements  

Wall software  Windows® OS 8.1+ 

Device apps   Android 5.0, iOS 9.0+ 

Web client (browser) Chrome v.48+, Safari 9+ (running Mac OS X 10.10+) 

Free trial version 
If you and your team would like to trial Span software to see how it can add to your work processes, go to Nureva.com and 

sign up. All you need is an email address to start collaborating today. 

Teachers, connect with us directly at sales@nureva.com for your free teacher and student trial accounts. 

Don’t just take our word for it. Experience the Span software for yourself today. 
Available from       Contact us 

        Nureva Inc. 
        Tel. 403.699.9781 

        sales@nureva.com 


